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From 1 tо 5

Find 1 hiding rabbit.

Where is the blue bird?

3 birds

Tweet-tweet

1 squirrel

2 rabbits



How many apples are on the tree?

5 trees 

4 mushrooms



Can you find a green streetlight?

How many people are 

sitting on benches?

From 6 to 10



How many people are 

sitting on benches?

7
benches

6
streetlights

8
cotton  
candy treats

9
flowers

10
visitors 

Which one is a different color?



There are so many kinds of seaworthy vessels. 
Count them from 1 to 20.

How many anchors can you find?

Can you find all the seagulls  
in the picture? How many  
of them are there? 

20

 rowboats. How are they different?

There are two striped



How many red flags  
can you find?

These anchor lines are tangled!  

Can you follow each one to its ship?

Putt-putt-putt

 rowboats.



There is a kitten hiding. Can you find it? 

Who is making that noise?Ribbit-ribbit!

Which umbrella looks like a fruit?

Let’s count umbrellas from 1 to 30. 30



 Which umbrella would you take to the beach? 

What do you wear 
in the rain?

How many spotted umbrellas are in this p
ictu

re?

Ribbit-ribbit!



Ca
n 

yo
u 

fin

d 
3 s

potte
d cows?

How many sheep do you see?

Which sheep is unique?

Find a goat 
with a fancy 

bow!

Count all the animals from 1 to 40. 40

Baa! Baa!



Which goat is missing his beard? 

Find a goat 
with a fancy 

bow!

A sneaky wolf is hiding 
somewhere. 

Can you find it?Moo-oo-oo!

Ma-a-a-a! 



Help this dog find a bone.

There are 50 vegetables 
in this garden. Let’s count them! 50

Woof-woof!

There are 3 cabbages that are smaller



How many cabbages are there?

How many pumpkins can you find in the picture?

than the rest — can you find them?

Squeak-squeak!

There are 3 cabbages that are smaller



There is a bee hiding somewhere

in this picture. Can you find it?

Can you find 2 animals that both have a shell?

This field is filled with flowers. 
Let’s count all 60 of them!60

How many sunflowers can you find?

Bzzz!



There is a bee hiding somewhere

in this picture. Can you find it?

Where are the blue gardening gloves?

How many ladybugs do you see?

How many sunflowers can you find?



Which animal made these tracks?

How many holly berries are there?

Let’s try to count all 70 of the snowflakes in this picture!70

Hi!



There are 3 birds. Can you find them?

Look at the snowmen. Can you find 6 differences?



How many yellow f ish are there?

Find 6 jellyfish.

There are 80 fish in this colorful sea. 
Let’s count them!80

Which fish looks the happiest?



Can you find a shark?

Do you know what a sawfish 
looks like? Try to find 1 in this 

picture.



How many of these buttons have 4 holes?

Find the heart-shaped button.

There are so many buttons. Let’s count all 90 of them!90



Which button is this needle sewing? 
Follow the thread to find out!

One button is bigger 
than the rest. 
Can you find it?

Which buttons do not repeat?

There are so many buttons. Let’s count all 90 of them!



How many mice 
are in this picture?

How many 
bracelets did the 
little mice collect?

100 There are 10 beads on each bracelet. 
Together they have 100 beads. Let’s count them.



Find all the beads 
that look like 

hearts.

How many red beads do yo
u se

e?

Which 2 bracelets have the

same beads in the sam
e order? 
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